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" mug's game" and who like to feel they are being
treated as intelligent beings*
Much of the financial strength of London evening
papers lies in their morning editions, which are betting
sheets undisguised* These are on sale soon after nine;
their contents bills proclaim triumphs of the day before—
so many winners spotted, so many tips proved correct;
and offer predictions as to coming events* Later editions
beginning between three and four make every possible
effort to be first with the results of races on which large
sums have been wagered.
From London this unhealthy stimulation of credulity
and greed has spread to the rest of the country. It has
affected not the popular papers alone* Even the Morning
Post is not above putting out a contents bill; The Horses
to Follow!
As to sport in general, the whole Press makes it appear
to be an important element in the national life—for a
reason that requires no searching out* When we wish
to keep a conversation off serious topics, we turn it on to
pleasant trifles* The newspapers, anxious to steer the
public mind away from thoughts of change, see they can
do this only by occupying it with other matters*
Lord Rothermere's prescription for banishing thoughts
of this nature at the end of the War was to march military
bands about and let there be plenty of racing* It was not a
flattering estimate of his countrymen's intelligence, but
events showed it to be shrewd* More or less, the popular
newspapers work on the same theory* As little about
issues of life and death, of content or misery, whether
at home or abroad; as much as possible to divert attention
from them*
Sport has this double value : (i) it makes appeal to the
lowest common denominator of the human intellect;

